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Abstract—Automatic system monitoring is an efficient and
reliable mean for problem detection in enterprise IT infrastructures. The performance of monitoring systems depends on
their configurations specified by the system administrators. In
dynamic and large IT environments, the IT infrastructures are
frequently changed to meet various business requirements, so the
configurations may not be always consistent with the updated
status. Misconfigurations can lead to false positive (false alarms)
and false negative (missing alerts) for the system administrators.
The false negatives can cause serious system faults. This paper
presents an automatic approach for discovering the false negatives from incident tickets that are created by humans. The
discovered results help the system administrators correct the
misconfigurations and minimize the false negatives in future.
This approach applies a text classification model for analyzing the
descriptions of incident tickets and identifying the corresponding
system issues. The domain knowledge for describing those issues
can be incorporated to assist with this model. Experiments are
conducted on real system incident tickets from a large enterprise
IT infrastructure. The experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.

II. FALSE N EGATIVE T ICKET D ISCOVERY
In this section, we present our method for identifying the
missed monitoring alerts based on the textual incident tickets.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern IT infrastructures are maintained by automating
routine maintenance procedures, including problem detection,
determination and resolution. System monitoring provides an
effective and reliable means for problem detection. Coupled
with automated ticket creation, it ensures that a degradation of
the vital signs, defined by acceptable thresholds or monitoring
conditions, is flagged as a problem candidate and sent to
supporting personnel as an incident ticket. Defining monitoring
conditions (situations) requires the knowledge of a particular
system and its relationships with other hardware and software
systems. Continuous updating of IT infrastructures also leads
to a number of system alerts that are not captured by system
monitoring (false negative). The false negatives eventually
cause system faults, such as system crashes and data loss,
which are extremely harmful to enterprise users. When missed
or misconfigured monitoring alerts are discovered, the system
administrators would identify and correct monitoring settings.
In system and networking management, many previous studies focus on new problem detection methods for minimizing
the false negatives [24] [16] [12] [18] [5]. In reality, it is not
easy to change the methods in existing monitoring software
products, such as IBM Tivoli monitoring [1]. The performance
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of problem detection also depends on the configurations for
those methods, because the suitable configurations require
the domain knowledge of particular systems. In this paper,
we present an approach for improving the configurations of
existing monitoring systems to minimize the false negatives.
This approach is based on a combined analysis of system
incident tickets that were created manually. It utilizes a text
classification model to automatically discover the false negatives in manual tickets, where the selective labeling is able
to incorporate the domain knowledge in system management
and make the training process become more efficient. This
approach provides optimization and generality: it can be
trained against various time windows and focused training
data. We conducted experiments to understand the coverage
and precision of the proposed method, as well as training
efficiency in comparison to known methods.

A. Problem Formulation
In IT Service management, manual incident tickets are the
short textual messages which describe system incidents and
are written by the system administrators, helpdesk or endusers. Those system incidents can be any type of system issues,
such as the system alerts and customer requests. The system
alerts are about high utilization of the disk space, crashes
of a database and so on. The customer requests are about
resetting database passwords, installing a new web server and
so on. Therefore, discovering the system alert tickets from
a collection of textual tickets is a binary text classification
problem. Given a incident ticket, our method classifies it into
“1” or “0”, where “1” indicates this ticket is a system alert
situation and “0” indicates it is not.
There are two challenges for building the classification
model. First, the manual ticket data is highly imbalanced.
Most system alerts are captured by the automatic monitoring
system. Very few of them are missed but recorded by the
system administrators. At the same time, manual tickets are
responsible for tracking customer requests and other issues.
Hence, most of manual tickets are customer requests. Only
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very few are about system situation alerts. Second, labeled data
is very limited. Most system administrators are only working
on some types of incident tickets. Only a few senior experts
can label all tickets. It is difficult to obtain a large amount of
labeled tickets for training the classification model.

that only uses the domain words to identify situation tickets
by simple word-matching.
C. Classification Model Building

B. Selective Ticket Labeling
It is time-consuming for human experts to scan all manual
tickets and label their classes. In our approach, we select only
a small proportion of tickets for labeling. The selection is
crucial to the highly imbalanced data. The situation tickets
are very rare. If the selected ticket set contains none of
them, the classification model cannot be trained well. Before
we obtain the class labels, however, we do not know in
advance if a ticket is related to the monitoring situations or
not. We took the classic approach of utilizing the domain
words in system management. There are some proper nouns
or verbs that indicate the scope of the system issues. Table I
lists examples of the domain words with their corresponding
situations. The domain words can be easily obtained from
the system administrators and related documents. The domain
TABLE I: Domain Word Examples
Situation Issue
DB2 tablespace Utilization
File System Space Utilization
Disk Space Capacity
Service Not Available

Words
DB2, tablespace
space,file
space,drive
service,down

words can also be obtained from the taxonomy of the system
management.
The ticket selection first computes the score of each ticket
and ranks all the tickets based on the score. Then, it selects the
top k tickets in the ranked list. The top k tickets are chosen
as the training tickets, where k is the predefined number of
training tickets in total. Given a ticket T , the score is computed
as follows:
score(T ) = max{|w(T ) ∩ M1 |, ..., |w(T ) ∩ Ml |},
where w(T ) is the word set of ticket T , l is the number of
predefined situations, Mi is the given domain word set for
the i-th situation, i = 1, ..., l. Intuitively, the score is the
largest number of the matching words between the ticket and
domain words. The number of matching words is usually used
to measure the degree of a ticket matching with a concept.
TABLE II: An Example of Situation Ticket
xxx needs to be cleaned up both C: and F: drives Getting an alert of
low disk space on xxx. What should happen is that Fusion should be
moved to the IBM controlled OS drive. But@ to free up enough space
to not cause issues...

The situation ticket is identified by applying a SVM classification model [20] on the ticket texts. We choose the SVM
as the classification model because it is known to perform
best in the text classification [11]. For the training process, we
have two types of labeled data: 1) the selected training tickets,
and 2) the domain words. Each domain word is treated as a
pseudo ticket that only contains one word. All pseudo ticket
are considered as situation tickets, so the label of each pseudo
ticket is “1”.
Although the selected training tickets have a better chance
of containing the situation tickets, the set of the situation
tickets is still the minority of all selected training tickets. The
highly imbalanced training data affects the performance of the
SVM classification model [7]. The over-sampling technique is
applied before we do the SVM model training [7]. Figure 1
shows the flow chart for building the SVM classification model. The model training is an off-line process, so the running
time is not a concern. The classification model is updated
for one month or three months, since the configurations of
production systems are known to change as often as every
one or three months.
III. E VALUATION
In this section, we present our empirical studies on the real
system incident ticket data.
A. Experiment Data

For instance, a situation ticket T about a low disk space
alert is shown in Table II, where the names of the system
administrator and servers are replaced by “xxx” due to the
privacy issue. The bold words are the matched word with
the domain words. Let Mi denote the domain words for
the low disk space monitoring situation, w(T ) ∩ Mi =
{“space”, “disk”, “disk”}, then score(T ) ≥ 3. In the evaluation section of this paper, we consider a baseline method
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Fig. 1: Flow Chart of Classification Model Creation

The experimental data is collected from a large customer
account in IBM IT service center. This account consists of
over 1,000 monitored servers and network devices. The data
set contains two months’ tickets, for one month, the number
of manual tickets is 9584, and for the other month, the number
of manual tickets is 10109. We apply the first month’s tickets
as the training data, the second month’s tickets are used as
the testing data. The ground truth of those situation issues is
labeled by humans.
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(a) File system Space

(b) Disk space

(c) Service not available

Fig. 2: F1 Score
B. Baseline Methods

D. Case Study

We compare our method with two baseline methods in terms
of the accuracy and the amount of training tickets. Certainly,
if the accuracy is higher and the training tickets are fewer, the
method is better. The first baseline method is the word-match
method based on the domain words to identify the situation
tickets. To compare with this method, we would like to validate
whether our method enhances the domain knowledge (domain
words) or not. The second method is to randomly select a
subset of tickets for labeling and training the SVM model. To
compare with this method, we would like to show that our
method based on the domain knowledge (domain words) is
more efficient in the model training.

The case study is used to demonstrate how our method
enhances the domain knowledge from the experts for identifying the situation tickets. Table IV shows a set of discovered
situation issues from the manual tickets. The first column is
the situation name (standard name convention in IBM Tivoli
Monitoring). The second column is the situation ticket. For
privacy issues, the administrators’ names and the server names
are replaced by “xxx”. To explain why our method is better
than the simple word-match method, we list some words that
have the largest weights in the SVM model for disk space
situation (see Table V). “free”, “full”, “clear” are the common
adjective and verb terms for describing the disk space issues,
which are not in the domain words. “Missing”, “access”,
“client” and “migration” are about other system issues and
customer requests, so their weights are negative. Therefore,
the SVM model is able to gather more useful knowledge from
the training tickets.
TABLE V: Terms Weights for Disk Space Situation

C. Effectiveness
The effectiveness is evaluated by the F1 score of the
discovery of monitoring alerts that were missed, which are
the the standard accuracy metrics and used in classification
problems [19]. The incident tickets collected from one month
are used as the testing data. We first test the accuracy of
the word-match method. For each monitoring situation, we
only provide 1 or 2 domain words. Table III shows the tested
accuracy of the word-match method with the given domain
words. This word-match method has a high recall but a very

Positive Term
space
free
full
clear
...

TABLE III: Accuracy of the word-match method
Situation
File System Space
Disk Space
Service Not Available

Words
space,file
space,drive
service,down

Precision
0.0341
0.1477
0.1941

Recall
0.8
0.9565
0.75

Negative Term
missing
access
client
migration
...

Weight
-1.4643
-1.1659
-1.0950
-1.0270
...

IV. R ELATED W ORK

F1Score
0.0654
0.2558
0.3084

low precision.
Figure 2 shows the F1 scores for the three monitoring situations by using SVM models. Another set of incident tickets
collected from different month is used as the training data. Our
method is denoted as “Selective”, the second baseline method
is denoted as “Random”. The domain words for “Selective”
methods are the same as the words used by the word-match
method and shown in Table III. As shown by Figure 2, the
“Random” method can only achieve the same F1 score of
”Selective” when the number of training tickets is larger than
5000, while the ”Selective” only uses about 50 training tickets.
In other words, only when the training data is very large, the
“Random” method can achieve a good accuracy.
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Weight
8.9775
3.6807
3.6643
3.0330
...

Each enterprise system producer has its own system management solution [2] [4] [3], which allows to monitor or
detect faults, configure, account for, tune performance and
secure (FCAPS) software systems, data centers, private and
public clouds. In the centralized location events generated by
monitoring are filtered, summarized, analyzed by enterprise
consoles using either rule based (like Tivoli Enterprise Console
[4]), or case based (codebook, [26]), or AI based [10], [15],
[8], [9]. If necessary, a warning or error ticket is generated for
the IT personnel to verify, and sometimes address, possible
system or network issue.
A significant amount of scientific research was devoted to
the automated or semi-automated generation and verification
of the ticket generating configuration of enterprise consoles
[23], [6], [17], [14], [13], [25]. This direction also includes
work with false positives events [21] and the framework for the
processing of false positives [22]. Much less was done in the
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TABLE IV: Identified False Negatives
Situation
dsp 3ntc std
fss rlzc std

Ticket
Please clear space from E drive xxxx-fa-ntfwwfdb Please clear space from E drive xxxx-fa-ntfwwfdb.it is having 2 MB free...
/opt file system is is almost full on us97udb010ampsb Hi Team@/opt file system is almost full. Please clear some space
/home/dbasso¿df -h /optFilesystem...
svc 3ntc std
RFS101681 E2 Frontier all RecAdmin services are down Frontier RecAdmin services are not running on the batch server Kindly
logon to the server : xxx.xxx.155.183/xxx ...
dboffln 3oqc std DB2 is not connectable from xxxxx Hi Team@Can you please look into why we are unable to connect to Porfolio XRef
DB.Server : xxxx12DB Instance : sec mastId : ipxrbtchWhile...
dboffln 3oqc std Unable to login to DB server Hi Team@We had raised a request 131443 for access on the E1 and E2 serversE1 - Full access@
to read/write/execute programs Hostname Server xxxxx xxx.xxx.147.194

direction of this paper, or identification of the false negatives.
Joint consideration of automatically generated alarms and open
tickets differs from the majority of the research in the area and
provides additional information to be used as the ground truth.
By the definition of the false negatives the only indication of
fault is a service ticket opened by the request of system user.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper investigates the methods for improving the
configurations of the monitoring system to minimize the false
negatives (missing alerts). A text classification based approach
is proposed in this paper to discover the false negative
alerts from manual tickets. The discovered results help the
system administrators to find and correct the misconfigured
monitoring conditions in the monitoring system. To efficiently
build the classification model, this approach incorporates the
domain knowledge in system management, which helps us to
find effective training data from a large amount of historical
tickets. We conduct experiments on system incident tickets
from real and large IT environments. The experiment results
demonstrated the benefits of this approach for improving the
monitoring quality in real IT environments.
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